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INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this book is to present a highly detailed look at how our 2019 robot works

and some of its building process. We will be presenting a mechanical description of the robot,

in which we will go through our design process and the technical specifications of each system.

Then we will proceed to make an analysis of our control system and how our code operates.

THE ROBOT
Under Control’s 2020 robot is called Corsair, the name was inspired in a Starcraft Unit. It is

26,8in tall, 27,5in wide, 32in long and weighs 122,46lbs. The robot was 80% designed on CAD,

with only a few physical changes. Here we can see the complete 3D project for the robot and the

complete robot.

STRATEGY

Move

Pick power cells from the ground

Shoot power cells at the 2pts ( precision ⅘)

Climb on higher level

Spin the control panel for “rotation position” - rotation position Girar a roleta- rotation position

 Balance

Lift another robot

To develop a strategy for the FIRST INFINITY RECHARGE we first created a list with the

priority tasks that the robot needed to perform in order to be competitive:

CHASSIS

Resistant and reliable 

Easy maintenance 

Lowbot

Fast  >15 ft/sec

West coast

Design constrains:

 6 Traction Wheels with 1/8” drop center; 

Strong and lightweight 

Easy to mount to superstructure and to do maintenance

Maximizes space for electronics and wiring Compact square drive base 

32” x 27.5” frame 

Square perimeter allows for scoring out of each side of the robot  

6” OD Nitrile Treaded Traction wheels

The drivetrain quickly and accurately maneuvers the robot around the field. The “West Coast

Drive” features nitrile wheels on a compact, chassis. 

West Coast Drive:



35 Chain

13.93 ft/s (theory)

Smaller NEO motors package into superstructure better than mini-CIMs 

4 NEOs provide comparable power to 6 mini-CIMs

The drive gearbox provides the reduction from the drive motors to power the wheels of the

drivetrain. Two 1-speed gearboxes, each powered by 2 NEO Brushless Motors enables the robot

to accelerate. 

SHOOTER

Precision of ⅘;2 balls/seg; 

Shoots from the trench run; 

Shoot over an robot with 45” with an distance of 1m;

Turret;

Mechanism that shoots power cells either from the trench or near the power port, with high

precision acquired through the flywheel and from the inertia accumulation allows us to hit the

2pts target. Design constrains:

Hood e flywheel

Power cells with 2 in of compression and 7in diameters.

Two 775 pro 1:2 reduction for the colson wheels with a mag encoder.

Using steel gears as flywheels, so that when the wheels hit their maximum speed they

accumulate inertia. 

We choose an hood with the possibility of manual adjustments of the angle length.



Rotation 90° and -90°;

Mechanism that spins the hood and the flywheel, shoots precisely with the help of the limelight.

BAG Motor with VersaPlanetary 70:1 and a pulley with x reduction; 

The piston used serves to shoot from up close the target and when closed possess surgical

precision to shoot from the trench. 

A roller to help keep the balls in the same angle while the turret is spinning, working with a 4:1

reduction redline motor;

TURRET

CAD photo



CONVEYOR

Fit in a low bot 

Store 5 balls

Open to get balls from the loading station. 

Load the shooter 3 balls/sec.

The conveyor is responsible for taking the power cells from the intake to the shooter, although

they can’t get stuck.

Design constraints:

Funnel:

3D printed Pulley with polycords working with an BAG Motor with a VersaPlanetary 3:1 in each

side. The motor makes possible to change the speed and way of each side of the conveyor;

The ramp was designed with the idea of, at the same moment that the collected power cell pass

over the bumper, it came in contact with the ramp.

In the most funneled part , we used a 1.125” roller and two 2.875” BaneBots side by side working

with one 775 pro in a vex pro VersaPlanetary gearbox 7:1 so that the power cells go up to the

shooter.

fire rate of 3 power cell/s

Capable of storing up to 5 power cells. 

CLIMBER

Sistem which the objective is to reach the different height’s of the generator switch and

elevate the robot until 5 seconds after the endgame.



Prototypes:

Design constrains:

Occupies a tiny space: three “stages” docked;

Made by 2”X1” tubes and 2”x0,5” tubes;

Simple mechanism: only tubes and axles;

Sufficiently compact to be a lowbot with 27in height. (2d analyse picture);

The mechanism utilizes PTO (Power Take-Off), using the traction motors power.

Actuated by pistons, ropes and PTO;

Initial height:26,8in  Final height: 73in (Sided closed and raised climber picture);

2d analyse picture



Time that it takes to climb: 9 seconds;

Two hooks that facilitates to balance the generator switch while we climb on the middle;

To evitate the attrition between the tubes, we utilize glides in each point that have an axles;

Piston and tended ropes

The piston goes from the climber second stage to the chassis;

Raises the second stage for unfold the climber;

Retract the piston to climb.

to lift the third stage, a rope stuck in the chassi was used;

after the piston opens, the rope is tended and the third stage is raised.

System that uses traction power;

8in stroke piston:

Tended rope:

PTO: power take-off



Used to suspend the robot at the generator switch; 

Reduces space and use the motors of other subsystem;

Two gear boxes: one for each side that prevents the climber from warp, more power; 

Gear box fixed to the bearing block, moved depending on the chain tension; 

With the goal of not warping the gear box, it is stuck on a chassis tube that moves with it.

Ball Shifter

There is a primary drive chamber, which holds three balls on each level at different

heights. Those balls, when forced outward, engage the gear which is at the same level

as the balls. The balls are forced outward by the piston plunger (0.5" throw pneumatic

piston). The plunger is either engaging the top gear or bottom, when the plunger shifts,

it allows the balls from the previously driven gear to recede into the main drive

chamber. Then the second gear is engaged by the plunger forcing the balls outward

into the gear’s pockets for the balls.

When the balls/spheres are engaged in the gear (piston is not acting), the axle of ball shifter

rotates together with the traction, rotating the pulley that is at the end of the axle;

The pulley wrap a rope that is stuck at the tube more higher of climber;

To make the robot keep suspended, one plate was attached to the box, where normally is

used gears, with the same balls design used in the gears of ball shifter. When the piston is

moving the balls are hitched on the plate, the axle hangs and stop spinning. The gear that is

not hitched starts to spin false on the axle. 

54 teeth gear at the ball shifter axle and 40 teeth at the wheel axle.

INTAKE
System that captures power cells from the ground and from the loading bay, with the purpose of

getting them to the conveyor.The intake has 590 mm length (from the tip of the piston to the far

end of the plate), and 355 mm of height, maximum height from the ground.



Prototypes:

Touch it, own it;

Take the power cell with an big entrance angle;

Retracted most of the time;

Get more than one power cells at a time;

Be quick;

Made with  6mm polycarbonate plates and ¼ aluminum gussets for coplate on the chassis

Actuated by 2 ¾ in thick and 6 in stroke psitons

775pro with an VersaPlanetary 7:1

Serum and plates made out of polycarbonate are being used for keeping the power cells

escape from above. The surem is also used for retracting the intake.There’s another plate for

the retracted intake so the power cells won’t escape from under.

Pneumatic tubes are used for pushing power cells that are stuck.

Design constrains:

Materials



The roller serves to mainly collect power cells from the ground.

The maximum ball compression between the roller and the floor is 15mm. The compression

between the roller and bumper is 70mm;

Powered by a toothed pulley connected to the wheels axle , where the motor gear is.

The roller is 120 mm distance from the wheels axle, with the objective of not letting the power

cells pass through them and enter on the conveyor with more power.

It throws the power cells in and prevent them from falling out of the robot. It uses pneumatic

tubes to release the balls that are trapped when they are captured;

The maximum ball compression between the wheel and the bumper is 35mm;

The axis do not get parallel to the roller with the purpose that, when the ball enter, take it

faster and gide it to the conveyor.

Powered by 775pro 7:1 The motor have one gear (32 teeth) and is connected to a gear (32

teeth) that is on the wheels axle. To rotate the roller, a toothed polley is used and, conected to

it, a gear (18 teeth) on the axle;

The rollers and wheels axle speed is 2.765 RPM;

Roller

Axle with wheels

Powered

Pivot

The intake is attached in chassis corner with a ¼ in gusset. Each gusset have a bearing and

the plates are attached with an ½ in screw on it. The plates pivot height is 63mm in relation to

the belly pan, and the distance from the beginning of chassis is 730mm.

The piston is ¾ in thick and 6 in of stroke. The beginning of the piston is attached 320 mm in

relation of the chassis beginning. The height is 70mm from the belly pan.

When retracted, it is 65 degrees of the floor. When it is activated, it get parallel to the floor.



CONTROL SYSTEM
In this section, we will make a detailed analysis of the control system and all derive of it such as

robot sensors, subsystem control, and the autonomous mode.

Subsystem Control
In this chapter we will explain how each subsystem is controlled, and how they were

programmed aiming to turn the driver’s work as easier as possible.

Drivetrain

open-loop control algorithm;

allows the drivers to develop turns of constant radius during teleop, making the robot easier to

drive in higher speeds;

embedded rate limiter;

steeper learning curve when compared to the classic tank drive.

The Drivetrain control consists of a 6-wheel modified arcade drive controlled by an Xbox
joystick during the teleoperated period.

To move it precisely around the field during autonomous, we use 3-phase hall-effect sensors
(Integrated NEO brushless motor encoder) to measure the distance traveled by the wheels and

an MXP NavX to measure the absolute heading of the robot.

Cheesy Drive

Intake, Conveyor and Shooter
Infrared (IR) sensor

1 IR to fit all the Power Cell’s in the conveyor

Encoder

1 Encoder on the flywheel shooter axe

1 Encoder on the turret versa planetary gearbox

Video Processing

We use a limelight 2+

Turret/Limelight PID control

Make the turret movement safer while using limelight

Aim the shooter to the goal

Flyweel PID control

To make the Flywell RPM stable on 5500 RPM to shoot from the tench and 7000 from the

front of the goal RPM 

Intake, Conveyor and Shooter Flowchart



Climber
Starting the climber routine, both pistons are activated, then, when the drive train driver got at the

correct position, the pistons retract and the PTO is activated, using the drivetrain power to pull

the climber ropes and elevate, activating the PTO again 0,5 seconds before the match ends to

lock it elevated.

Autonomous
We developed 2 autonomous, one shoot 3 balls and the other collect the first 2 power cells from

the Trench and shoot.



3 balls auto:

5 balls auto:

Dashboard
Thinking about how we could improve our agility while testing the robot subsystems and finding

software and hardware problems, we developed a dashboard that reads every single variable

and post it at it front panel.




